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QUESTION 1

Your client has asked for a report on service contract history. What is the easiest way to identify the correct fields
needed in the report? 

A. With a service contract in the active window, open the Query Wizard. It will automatically show the table and field
names for the active window. 

B. Open a service contract document and right-mouse click on a field to see the table and field name. 

C. Reference the DI-API online help the see the table and field names for the service contract object. 

D. Open a service contract and toggle the System Information view to see the table and field names at the bottom of the
screen. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When you enter a support message, you need to enter a priority. What has the most impact on message priority? 

A. The patch level that was tested 

B. The customer 

C. The message component 

D. The business impact of the problem 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Rodney is a buyer at a company using SAP Business One. Rodney has just learned that their item A1000 will be
delivered from the vendor in different units than previously. Currently the item master is set up with "carton" as the
purchasing unit. Starting today, the vendor will be delivering this item as individual items. Since several transactions
already exist in the system for this item, what should Rodney do? 

A. Change the purchasing unit on item A1000 from "carton" to "piece". 

B. Delete the item master A1000 first and then create a new A1000 with the correct purchasing unit. 

C. Create an additional item master record with a new item number and "piece" as the purchasing unit. 

D. Change the purchasing unit manually in each purchase order. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Tranquil Yoga Studio is already set up as a customer in the business partner master. The owner, Veronica, has
contacted you to let you know that she needs to have items shipped on a regular basis to a second ship-to address. She
tells you that she thinks she will be using the new address about half of the time. What is the easiest way to store this
new information? 

A. Create a second business partner master with the new ship-to address and link the two business partners together
under one control account. 

B. Leave the ship-to address as it is currently. Instead, modify the ship-to address inside each new sales document. 

C. Add a second ship-to address in the business partner master record. 

D. Use the bill-to address field to store the second ship-to address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Ruby Manufacturing has 30 sales employees who will use SAP Business One in a similar way. What is the most
efficient way to design general authorization permissions for the functionality required by these employees? 

A. Define the general authorizations needed for the role and set this role as a default in the user accounts for the sales
employees. 

B. Assign Limited CRM license types to the sales employees. This will automatically set the general authorizations for
sales employees. 

C. Define the employees as sales employees/buyers in SAP Business One. They will automatically receive the same
general authorizations. 

D. Make a list of the modules and functions that one of the employees needs to use. Assign general authorizations to
match this list, and copy the authorizations to the other users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

When working with a perpetual inventory system, where should the \\'Unit Price\\' in the Goods Receipt PO default
from? 

A. The inventory account defined for each item in the Goods Receipt PO. 

B. The vendor\\'s price list for each item in the Goods Receipt PO. 

C. The valuation method defined for each item in the Goods Receipt PO. 

D. The \\'Item Cost\\' value of each item in the Goods Receipt PO. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7
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Kathryn from Yoga Accessories received a cash payment from a customer for 1200 Euro for an invoice of 2000 Euro.
How should she record this partial payment in the system? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Open the invoice document and enter 1200 Euro in the \\'Applied Amount\\' field. 

B. Check the box \\'Payment on Account\\' to enter a partial payment. 

C. Select the invoice and enter the amount of 1200 Euro in the Payment Means window. 

D. Select the invoice and change the \\'Total Payment\\' column from 2000 Euro to 1200 Euro. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You have been doing business with a vendor, ZZ Supplies, for over a year. Now the vendor asks to place an order as a
customer. What do you need to do to create the sales order properly? 

A. Because this sales order is an exception, use the \\'A/R Invoice + Payment\\' transaction to enter the sales order in
the account for one-time customers. 

B. Enter the sales order as a customer sales order with the vendor business partner number entered in the customer
code field. 

C. Change the business partner type of the vendor to \\'Customer\\', enter the sales order, and then change the
business partner type back to \\'Vendor\\'. 

D. Create a new customer master record and enter this new customer code in the sales order. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

The customer successfully went live last week. What is the best method for the implementation consultant to maintain
the continuous reliability of the customer system? 

A. Install the Service Manager 

B. Create a Service Level Agreement 

C. Activate the services of the remote support platform for SAP Business One 

D. Upgrade the customer system to the latest patch level 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Before the support consultant creates a support message, what information needs to be verified with the customer? 
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A. The information sources that were searched 

B. The patch level that was tested 

C. The business impact of the problem 

D. The date of the last database backup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

You created a delivery for a sales order. The delivery automatically created a journal entry. Why was the journal entry
created? 

A. This journal entry is created when a customer is tax liable. When a delivery document which contains a tax amount is
created, the system automatically creates a journal entry. 

B. All sales documents that affect inventory quantity create a journal entry regardless of which type of inventory method
is used. 

C. Every document in the sales process creates a journal entry from the sales order through the invoice. 

D. You are using perpetual inventory so every document that affects inventory creates a journal entry to reflect the
inventory value in the general ledger. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

SG Products will go live tomorrow. The client has just done a stock count and presents the numbers to the
implementation consultant. The stock is managed with the moving average valuation method. What is a best practice to
ensure that the initial stock quantity is correctly valued in the new SAP Business One system? 

A. Enter the initial stock quantities from the stock count using the last purchase price as the item cost. 

B. Enter the quantities from the stock count using the last average price. 

C. Enter the initial quantities from the stock count but do not enter a price. 

D. Enter the quantities from the stock count using the actual purchase price. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

At the end of the financial period, the accountant wants to review all G/L account and business partner balances. Which
report should he run? 

A. Transaction journal report 
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B. Trial balance 

C. Balance sheet 

D. Profit and loss 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Which accounts will appear in the balance sheet report? 

A. Sales and expenditures accounts with balances in the selected period 

B. The bank account and the inventory account of the company 

C. Accounts that show gross profit for the current fiscal year 

D. The electricity and the telephone accounts of the company 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Tiny Toys reports the financial statement to the company headquarters once a year. They manage internal controlling at
the end of each quarter. How would you recommend they set the posting periods in SAP Business One? 

A. Define the main posting period as the fiscal year and the sub-periods as quarters. 

B. Set the fiscal year to quarters and define the sub-periods as days. 

C. Define the main posting period as the quarter and the sub-periods as months. 

D. Define the main posting period as quarters with no sub-periods. 

Correct Answer: A 
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